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Digital product management leader with nearly 20 
years experience in B2C product management & 
strategy.

Currently head of product at Scripps Networks 
Interactive. 

Bio

Twitter: @lieselk

Email: liesel@gmail.com



The Challenges

Before testing our products:
○ were slow to market 
○ launched with features that weren’t needed
○ fell short of forecast (almost always)  



We weren’t spending enough time focused on the customer.



Back to Basics 

The product manager 
“discovers a product that is 
valuable, usable and feasible.” – 
Marty Cagan



Why does testing matter?
Product managers identify and lead the development of a valuable product.

As the voice of the customer, product managers need to understand true pain 
points first hand, analyze the data and optimize for growth.

Remove gut-feeling product development and lean in to data informed 
decision making with real customer feedback and insight.

Your competition doesn’t want you to.



Don’t Guess, Test.Getting Started



Ideation

Identify target audience & learn about their needs.

Do users value what we’re offering? Can they use what we are building?

Direct, in person interviews work best.  Remember to  use the buddy system so that 
customer feedback is heard “unedited”.

Alternate methods include email and/or survey.

Validation
Is this a viable solution? Do we see expected results if we continue on this path? Do we 
need to change direction or abandon altogether?

Direct, in person testing works best but remote does work.

Launch

Multivariate and/or A/B testing at launch to understand best solution.

Product team continuously measures, analyzes & tests to optimize performance.

Is the product performing as expected? Is it discoverable? Do we see expected results 
now that we are live? Did we succeed or do we need to consider alternatives?

Build valuable product utilizing customer discovery & testing



Product Manager Researcher   UX/ Design Engineering Stakeholders 
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Insight into 
customer.

Typical Roles & Responsibilities in Customer Discovery & Testing



Getting Started With Testing

● If you don’t have the expertise in house, develop it. 

● Don’t let a lack of tools prevent the team from starting.

● Start with a hypothesis and a clear goal.

● Collaboration is essential. Cross functional participation will limit 
different interpretations of data and expectations around results.

● Make sure to get meaningful results, account for seasonality in your 
product, and use segmentation to reach the target customer.  
 



Best Practices 
■ Outline how the tests align to overall product roadmap.

■ Be focused (and patient). Teams need time to learn how
to develop good tests.  

■ Allow for failures (bad tests, small samples, 
inconclusive learnings) as a way for teams to learn.

■ Disseminate information broadly. Keep learnings in a centralized location. 

■ Get closer to customer feedback - and continue the discussion. 



Improvements We’ve Seen

■ We stopped building features that didn’t perform.

■ By spending time on upfront and iterative learning, 
we’ve reduced overall cycle time by more than 75%.

■ Our launches are easier, more predictable and valuable to both to 
customers & the business.



What We’re Working On

■ Shortening & scaling the customer discovery process across the product 
organization

■ Understanding when we can leverage existing data or research rather 
than doing it new every time.  Consistent sharing of learnings is hard.

■ How to improve access to customers & getting the frequency right



Resources

■ There are fantastic free or low-cost resources available to product 
managers who are starting to test:
○ Local Product & Research team meet-ups, product council meetings, 

industry events & online sites.

■ Recruiting is accessible via tools like Facebook and/or LinkedIn. Friends & 
family, Facebook Groups, Customer Service & Email.

■ Workshop with your peers on how to improve. Review hypotheses, 
discuss the data, practice interviewing, video yourselves. 



Questions?


